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The cryptocurrency market had a good comeback last week, with the overall market increasing by 24% 
to $325 billion. Bitcoin rose 16% to $8,100 while Ether’s price increased 30% to $510.

The current market capitalization for the crypto markets is $325 billion and for Bitcoin is $139 billion 
and other altcoins is $186 billion.

The solid execution was principally because of a short squeeze – at one point, Bitcoin value rose $1,000 
inside 60 minutes. There were a considerable measure of shorts in various Exchanges, so the run up in 
price triggered many margin calls which created many forced buy orders in a short period of time.

During the week, a number of experts expressed bullish sentiment towards cryptocurrency. Pantera 
Capital stated that Bitcoin price has bottomed out, Tom Lee of Fundstrat has a 2018 year end target 
price of $25,000, and Tim Draper has a 2022 target price of $250,000. 

The longer the market consolidates at this level, the better it is because investors have more time to 
regain confidence and slowly put money back into the market.
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Exclusive Interview and Story of a Crypto Millionaire 

(Official Trailer)

Are you ready to make your first 100k for 2018, or would you like to become a Cryptonaire?

The Platinum Generation X Programme is here to help you grow by focusing on creating proven 
revenue streams.

After Nirav Shah has proven his success in both the Financial and Crypto Markets, he brings this 
programme to your door step. 

Through our unique step by step approach, and our ‘Change Your Life In 90 Days Challenge’, we aim 
to build on your core skills and introduce you to a world that you have may have considered, but 
never ventured.

Are you ready to take the 90 Day Challenge, or make 100k in 2018?

Get in touch! - +44(0)207 193 2931 - clientservices@platinumcryptoacademy.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryKKgWPkmmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryKKgWPkmmk
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Bitcoin (BTC)  
Entry @ $7,500 Exit - $9,000

Ethereum (ETH)
Entry @ $475 Exit - $600
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Litecoin (LTC)

Wait for a Breakout of $135 – Then Entry @ $135 Exit - $165

Neo (NEO)

Entry @ $60 Exit - $80
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Lisk (LISK)

Wait for a Breakout of $12 – Then Entry @ $12 Exit - $18

Ripple (XRP)

Wait for a Breakout of $0.70 – Then Entry @ $0.70 Exit - $1
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16 Government-Approved Crypto Exchanges Form Self-Regulatory Group in Japan

https://news.bitcoin.com/government-approved-crypto-exchanges-self-regulatory-group-japan/

Samsung Is Building ASIC Chips for Halong Mining Distributor Claims
https://www.ccn.com/samsung-is-developing-asic-chips-for-halong-mining-distributor-claims/ 
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A new cryptocurrency organization has been registered with the Japanese Financial Services Agency 
(FSA), consisting of 16 crypto exchanges that have been approved by the agency, according to local 
media. 16 Government-Approved Crypto Exchanges Have Formed Self-Regulatory Group in JapanThe 
Japan Virtual Currency Exchange Association recently held a general meeting, during which a director 
was chosen, Jiji Press reported. The group plans to “elect Taizen Okuyama, President of Money 
Partners as Chairman” at the next Board of Directors meeting which will be held on April 23. The 
association will be formally launched on that date.

Cryptonaire Weekly | April 17th 2018 +44 (0) 207 193 2931

Samsung is producing ASIC chips for upstart mining 
hardware manufacturer Halong Mining, at least 
according to one mining rig distributor. On Tuesday, 
online mining rig retailer MyRig tweeted a picture of a 
wafer, a thin slice of semiconductor material used in 
the fabrication of integrated circuits. The company 
claimed that it was a 10 nm wafer produced by 
electronics giant Samsung. As CCN reported, 
Samsung began producing Application Specific 
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chips built for Bitcoin mining 
last year, chips which it supplied to an unnamed 
company. At the time, Samsung was tight-lipped 
about the identity of that company, confirming only 
that it was based out of China.
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In significant news out of Japan on Friday, a domestic 
subsidiary of Yahoo Japan will be acquiring 40% of 

Tokyo-based cryptocurrency exchange BitARG, paving 

the way for the tech giant to enter the crypto sector. 

Yahoo Japan remains among the most popular websites 

in Japan – ranked at #4 by user traffic in the country and 
#40 globally – and is also the country’s biggest online 

auction site. ARG announced it would accept the minority 

takeover from ‘Z Corporation’, Yahoo Japan’s wholly 

owned subsidiary.
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Coinsecure Announces Repayment Plan and Bounty for Stolen Bitcoins

https://news.bitcoin.com/coinsecure-announces-repayment-plan-bounty-stolen-bitcoins/

Coinsecure has announced a bounty of approximately 20 million rupees, worth approximately 

US$306,722 at press time, “to anyone who helps them recover the lost bitcoins,” the Economic Times 

reported on Saturday. Coinsecure Announces Repayment Plan and Bounty for Stolen BitcoinsThe 

exchange confirmed that it lost 438.31859715 BTC on April 8, worth approximately Rs 20 crore or 
US$3,067,220. The coins were stolen from an offline wallet holding users’ funds, the news outlet 
detailed. While the exchange has about 2 million users, “Some 11,000 customers are said to be 

affected by the reported theft which is the biggest cryptocurrency theft in India,” the publication 
added. The exchange subsequently halted all deposits and withdrawals.

https://www.ccn.com/confirmed-yahoo-japan-is-buying-40-stake-in-cryptocurrency-exchange/
https://news.bitcoin.com/coinsecure-announces-repayment-plan-bounty-stolen-bitcoins/
https://www.ccn.com/confirmed-yahoo-japan-is-buying-40-stake-in-cryptocurrency-exchange/
https://news.bitcoin.com/coinsecure-announces-repayment-plan-bounty-stolen-bitcoins/


Bitmain Gets Go-Ahead for US Bitcoin Mining Operation

https://www.coindesk.com/bitmain-gets-go-ahead-us-bitcoin-mining-operation/

China's crypto mining giant, Bitmain, is 
one step closer to establishing mining 
facilities in Washington state. The Port 
of Walla Walla - Walla Walla county's 
economic development agency - 
unanimously approved a land lease 
and purchase option that would allow 
Bitmain to build its new crypto mining 
facility. The company's Ant Creek 
subsidiary will be able to lease 10 acres 
with an option to purchase after one 
year. However, an initial option for an 
additional 30 acre purchase was 
removed from the agreement.

Vietnam Investigates Alleged $660 Million ICO Fraud of Pincoin, Ifan

https://www.ccn.com/vietnam-investigates-alleged-660-million-ico-fraud-of-pincoin-ifan/
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Vietnamese authorities have asked local ministries and the police to investigate two allegedly 

fraudulent initial coin offerings (ICOs) that conned 32,000 investors out of a staggering $660 million. 
The operators of the purported ‘cryptocurrency’ startups fundamentally conducted multi-level 

marketing schemes, local news outlet Tuoi Tre News reports, pointing the finger at Pincoin and Ifan that 
claim to be from Dubai and Singapore respectively. The two startups raised money through initial coin 

offerings under the control of Ho Chi Minh-based Modern Tech, the alleged operator who claims to be 
the authorized local representative for the two schemes in the country.
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Bitcoin market opens to 1.6 billion muslims as cryptos declared halal under 
Islamic law

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/bitcoin-islamic-law-muslims-crypt
ocurrency-market-permissible-sharia-news-price-surge-a8302761.html 

Pantera Capital Predicts Record BTC Prices Within 12 Months

https://news.bitcoin.com/pantera-capital-predicts-record-btc-prices-within-12-months/

An Islamic scholar has declared bitcoin permissible under Sharia Law, potentially opening up the 
cryptocurrency market to investment from 1.6 billion Muslims around the world. The publication of 
the study into whether bitcoin is halal or haram preceded unprecedented price gains for bitcoin, which 
saw it’s value surge by more than $1,000 in less than an hour. This has led some analysts to speculate 
that news of bitcoin’s Sharia law compliance may have contributed to the price spike. The study, by 
Muhammad Abu-Bakar of Blossom Finance in Indonesia, explored the functionality of bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrencies to determine whether they fit with Islam’s strict definitions of money.
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Pantera Capital, an investment firm exclusively operating in the cryptocurrency and distributed ledger 
technology sectors, has published a letter predicting that bitcoin has established the low for its current 
bear market. Pantera cites a number of factors as informing its market outlook. The letter partially 
attributes the recent sell-off to “unintended tax selling.” The letter describes a hypothetical scenario 
in which a trader has a “great year [..] actively selling” crypto, before, to their surprise, “Come the spring 
their tax account tells them that every sale at a profit created a taxable gain with taxes due by April 
15th.” Pantera adds that “There were $300 billion of capital gains created last year,” emphasizing the 
likelihood that “a decent chunk” of selling pressure may have been triggered by traders quickly pulling 
money out of the markets in order to meet their tax obligations.
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MYDFS

Project Details: 

Platinum ICO Information

MyDFS is a blockchain-powered daily fantasy sports platform from uTrener and KHL Fantasy apps 

creators. MyDFS runs on mobile devices and connects sports fans around the world in a transparent, 

easy-to-use manner. We’ve simplified the user experience to make the game enjoyable for players of 
all types. You can use MyDFS tokens to play, win, and exchange it for other cryptocurrency or fiat 
money. Moreover, they are pioneering player brokerage to let casual users share prize pool with Pros.

Differences from competitors:

  Full transparency instead of Proprietary Backend: blockchain and smart contracts make all   

 transaction transparent and safe to the core. Users can check all transaction history, in-game  

 stats, other users’ teams and scoring rules at any time;

  Instant payments without Middlemen: money goes directly to the user’s account and is not   

 held by bank;

  Player brokerage: users can invest in pro players and share the prize pool with them.

Blockchain-powered daily fantasy sports platform from Utrener and KHL fantasy apps creators, that 

connects sports fans around the world in a transparent and easy-to-use manner
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Official Video: https://youtu.be/RpX7wQXcsUw
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ICO Details:

https://youtu.be/RpX7wQXcsUw
https://youtu.be/RpX7wQXcsUw


For more information about the ICO, please visit the following links:

Website:  https://mydfs.net/

Whitepaper:  https://mydfs.net/docs/en/whitepaper.pdf 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/@mydfs_net 

Telegram:  https://t.me/mydfs

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mydfs.page 

ICO on Reddit:  https://www.reddit.com/r/MyDFS

ICO on Bitcoin Talk:  https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3125668.0  

ICO on Medium:   https://medium.com/@mydfs

ICO on Github:   https://github.com/mydfs/blockchain
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Team:

Viktor Mangazeev 
CEO, Founder

Sergey Sheypak   
Chief Technical Officer  

Kseniya Ryazantseva 
Chief Marketing Officer

Alex Kireev 
Lead Web Developer  

Denis Polyakov 
Android Developer 

Anastatsia Shetsova    
Chief Communications Officer 

Kirill Pyulzyu 
iOS Developer 

Andrey Lola  
Senior Web Developer 

Vlad Zotov  
Android Developer  

Yobie Benjamin Ivan Novikov Eduard Gurinovich  Alexander Hleb Frank Kan Fu

CoreTeam:  

Board Members & Advisors:

https://mydfs.net/
https://mydfs.net/docs/en/whitepaper.pdf
https://twitter.com/@mydfs_net
https://t.me/mydfs
https://www.facebook.com/mydfs.page
https://www.reddit.com/r/MyDFS
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3125668.0
https://medium.com/@mydfs
https://github.com/mydfs/blockchain
https://www.linkedin.com/in/viktor-mangazeev-630a00ba/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ssheypak/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kseniya-r-47b987b7/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexey-kireev-82857b6b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/denis-polyakov-20908b82/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anastasia-shvetsova-00604388/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kirillpiulziu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrey-lola-b5606586/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladzotov/



